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Introduction
1. Aims:
This remote learning policy aims to:
• Ensure consistency in the approach to remote learning when pupils are unable to learn in school
• Set out expectations for all members of the school community with regards to remote learning
• Provide appropriate guidelines for data protection
2. Roles and Responsibilities:
2.1: Teachers
In the event of a whole cohort lockdown class teachers, supported by other colleagues, will be responsible for
providing and monitoring remote learning for their cohort.
When providing remote learning, teachers must be available between 08.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m.
If staff are unable to work for any reason during year group/whole school lockdown, for example, due to
sickness or caring for a dependent, they should report this using the normal absence procedure.
Start of Year individual lockdown:
Across the school children who need to learn at home will receive a remote learning pack within 24 hours
commencing, Wednesday 10th September, when the school will be at full capacity (following a staggered
start). This pack will remain the resource to support home learning for the first 2 weeks of Autumn 1.
The remote learning pack will contain:
• Key transition activities support a ‘recovery’ curriculum, whereby activities address social and emotional
learning needs. This is to ensure that children are safe, happy and building learning behaviours ready to
return to school with their peers.
• Activities to build core learning from Maths, Grammar and Reading will reflect the learning that will take
place in the classroom at the start of year in new year groups. An emphasis will be placed on the key
performance indicators and non-negotiables for these core areas.
EYFS children will receive a pack containing practical resources and work to support the government drive
in key areas as indicated below:
Nursery
Communication and language
Personal, social and emotional development
Physical Education

Reception
Assess gaps in language
Early Reading
Mathematics
Acquisition phonic knowledge and extending
vocabulary

Keeping in touch with pupils who are not in school and their parents:
• Children will receive a phone call home every day by the Learning Mentors/Year group member of staff
to ensure that they are settled, and supported with their learning, at the start of the year. This phone call
will be made between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m. every day.
• If there is no contact for 2 days, then this will be referred on to our safeguarding team
• There will be liaison with the class teachers to provide further support to learning when needed.

Whole Cohort lockdown:

A clear set of expectations for remote teaching and structure have been created to ensure a consistent approach
to learning is in place for all learners and families. The expectations include a commitment to uphold our
school and curriculum values. (see Appendix D)
When providing remote learning, teachers are responsible for:
• Providing Reading, English, and Maths that follows the planned curriculum
• Providing 2 non-core subjects. Non core subjects are provided using pre-recorded lessons by staff and Oak
National Academy (our preferred choice of online lessons and resources, supported by the Government).
• Ensuring that work is published to the Google Classroom by 9:00a.m. each day so that families can use
their own timetable to complete the work (sample timetables will be provided in the parent help section
on the school website).
• Working with other adults to provide specific programmes of learning, which will be planned for different
groups of learners, as needed.
• Ensuring that work is in place for children who do not have devices available at home; children will be
sent a home learning pack, which will include CGP books, non-core activities linked to the learning
provided online and a learning log.
• Maintaining contact with colleagues each day. This may be completed by Google Meet, Zoom or by
mutually agreed e mail/telephone communication. (Year group leaders will coordinate these).
• Encouraging self-reflection and learning to be completed into learning logs, online or into a prepared log.
(This is a task that will happen whilst working remotely, and, on return to school).
EYFS staff will set work using Seesaw APP to support learning. They will upload a video tutorial for each
session and they will set an activity following the tutorial
When providing remote learning, teachers are responsible for providing feedback on work:
• Teachers will review submitted work and provide comments, as appropriate, via google classroom or
seesaw
• Feedback should be given within 1 day of the task submission deadline
• Children not working via google classroom will have contact via telephone to support them and encourage
them to complete their work. They will complete a learning log, and as they return, feedback will be
provided by the class teacher.
• EYFS staff will be able to provide feedback directly using the SeeSaw application
Keeping in touch with pupils who are not in school and their parents:
• A daily check in must be set for the class – we recommend that this takes place using Google Meet. (Staff
are expected to communicate to leaders, after reading this policy, if they have any challenges that this may
present and interventions will be put into place)
• Any concerns that are recognised at a ‘check in’ should be referred to a member of pastoral staff, or their
line manager, who will record and complete a welfare phone call.
• Where a child has not engaged with google classroom or there is non attendance in google meet
circumstances:
o Step 1 - 2 consecutive days, class teachers should contact parents via the year group e mail.
o Step 2 -If still no reply after a further 1 day, it should be referred to a member of pastoral staff, or
their line manager, who will record and complete a welfare phone call.
An up to date list of vulnerable children will be in place for relevant staff, as some children require higher
levels of monitoring, and, therefore a shorter time frame for intervention in place.
For children, who are not able to access learning using a device, contact will be made via telephone. This will
be once a week. However, for more vulnerable children there will be robust monitoring and more frequent
phone calls made. For some children and families’ leaders will complete home visits.
Year group e mails must be checked daily and queries responded to within 1 working day.

Complaints shared by parents and pupils must be raised with a member of the leadership team. Safeguarding
concerns should be logged on Safeguard Software.
EYFS staff will maintain contact using the See Saw APP
Class cohort remains in school but individuals or groups of children are self isolating:
• Children who have devices available will immediately work with Google Classroom.
• Children who do not have a device at home will be sent a learning pack. This will contain Maths, English
and Science textbooks. It will also contain learning activities to support non core subjects. Within the pack
there will be a learning log to record learning activities and reflect on their learning.
• Consideration will be taken about the needs of the individual children and support adapted accordingly.
• EYFS will record sessions at the end of the day, which will be used to set work, using the See Saw APP
for families to start their learning the following morning.
(All activities planned will reflect the learning that is happening in the classroom so that learning is not missed
and children have a smooth transition back into the school)
Providing feedback on work:
• Each year group will have a nominated adult to provide additional intervention and support
• This person will make a daily phone call to individuals who are self isolating to discuss the work set and
to see if any support is needed
• The nominated adult will liaise with class teachers and further support or additional content may be
provided via the year group e mail
• Google classroom will be monitored every day by all class teachers and remote leader
SEND Complex needs children will all have individual plans in place to support their remote learning which
will be supported by the Inclusion team. Daily contact and feedback will be in place. (Please see Appendix H
which provides an example of this individual plan)
2.2: Teaching assistants
When a class/year group bubble lockdown is in place teaching assistants are expected to:
• support children in their learning.
• be available between 08.30 am. and 3.30 p.m.
• maintain contact with colleagues in year groups each day. This may be completed by Google Meet, Zoom
or by mutually agreed e mail/telephone communication.
Teaching assistants working with our SEND learners will be allocated responsibilities by the inclusion leader
or SENCO.
If Teaching assistants are unable to work for any reason during this time, for example due to sickness or caring
for a dependent, they should report this using the normal absence procedure.
2.3 Subject Leaders and Year Group Leaders
Alongside their teaching responsibilities, subject leads are responsible for:
• Considering whether the aspects of the subject curriculum need to change to accommodate remote
learning.
• Working with teachers teaching their subject remotely to make sure all work set is appropriate and
consistent.
• Alerting teachers to resources they can use to teach their subject remotely.
• Year Group Leaders will monitor the remote learning and feedback by reviewing content on google
classroom and learning logs.
• Year Group Leaders will be responsible for checking their year group for absent children. Ensure that
systems are in place and that all children have work and the tracking system is up to date.
2.4 Senior Leaders

Alongside any teaching responsibilities senior leaders are responsible for:
• Coordinating the remote learning approach across the school
• Monitoring the effectiveness of remote learning – such as through regular meetings with teachers and
subject leaders, reviewing work set or requesting feedback from pupils and parents
• Providing feedback for recorded lessons (pre-recorded or live) to ensure that they meet the expectations
that have been specifically set to support learning at home (Please see Appendix D which has clear
expectations and a checklist for reference)
• Monitoring the security of remote learning systems, including data protection and safeguarding
considerations
• Providing remote learning cover in the event of staff illness
2.5 Pastoral and Administration Staff (including the Attendance Officer)
The DSL will coordinate any welfare concerns raised during remote learning – this may be from daily check
ins, concerns raised via safeguard software or alerts from external professionals
• In an individual lockdown situation, the pastoral team (learning mentors) maintain contact with families
1 – 3 times a week (every day for children who are identified as vulnerable) initially by a telephone call
and text. If there is still no contact with families, members of the pastoral team will undertake a door stop
home visit.
• During normal operation, the attendance in lead that day, will compile a daily list of children who are self
isolating, by no later than midday (12.00 p.m.) and share with AHTs/remote leader who will then organise
remote learning. AHTs/ remote leader will add details onto the tracking information so that all areas of
the remote policy can be upheld
• Upon notification of a child or family self isolating, the AHTs/remote leader will issue guidance as to how
families can access learning. This will be shared via e mail, website referral or hard copy.
• Date of self-isolation will be added to a calendar so that the return date can be added and tracked to ensure
actual return is appropriate
2.6 IT staff
Are responsible for:
• Fixing issues with systems used to set and collect work
• Helping staff and parents with any technical issues they are experiencing
• Reviewing the security of remote learning systems and flagging any data protection breaches to the data
protection officer
• Assisting pupils and parents with accessing the internet or devices
2.7 Pupils and Parents
Staff can expect pupils learning remotely to:
• Complete work to deadline set by teachers
• Seek help if they need it, from teachers or teaching assistants
• Alert teachers if they are not able to complete work
Staff can expect parents with children learning remotely to:
• make the school aware if their child is sick or otherwise and cannot complete the work
• seek help from school if they need
• be respectful when making any complaints or concerns known to staff
2.8 Governing Board
The governing board is responsible for:
• Monitoring the schools’ approach to providing remote learning to ensure education remains of a high
quality
• Ensuring that staff are certain that remote learning systems are appropriately secure, for both data
protection and safeguarding reasons
3. Who to contact

If staff have any questions or concerns about remote learning, they should contact their Senior Leaders.
Here are some suggested issues and the most likely points of contact:
Issues in setting work - talk to the relevant Year Group Lead or AHT for your phase
Issues with behaviour – talk to the Year Group Lead or AHT for your phase
Issues with IT – talk to the IT technician or to the computing lead to support you
Concerns about data protection – talk to the data protection officer, DPO (Judicium)
Concerns about safeguarding – talk to the DSL
4. Data Protection
4.1 Accessing personal data
When accessing personal data for remote learning purposes all staff members will immediately delete
information from devices that they have used. Personal data will not be held on pieces of paper so that there
is limited risk of loss. Personal data will either be transferred via google drive or school e mail only.
4.2 Processing personal data
Staff members may need to collect and/or share personal data, for example, email addresses as part of the
remote learning system. As long as this processing is necessary for the school’s official functions, individuals
will not need to give permission for this to happen.
However, staff are reminded to collect and/share as little personal data as possible online.
4.3 Keeping devices secure
All staff members will take appropriate steps to ensure their devices remain secure. This includes, but is not
limited to:
• Keeping the device password-protected- strong passwords are at least 8 characters, with a combination of
upper and lower case letters, numbers and special characters (e.g. asterisk or currency symbol)
• Ensuring the hard drive is encrypted – this means if the device is lost or stolen, no one can access the files
stored on the hard drive by attaching it it to a new device
• Making sure the device locks if left inactive for a period of time
• Not sharing the device among family and friends
• Installing antivirus and anti-spyware software
• Keeping operating systems up to date – always install the latest updates
5. Safeguarding
The school safeguarding policy has an addendum providing additional details for support during remote
learning.
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In addition to the addendum children will have a pre lesson to teach them about how they and parents can get
help if needed whilst working in lockdown. A safeguarding reminder poster will be sent to homes in their
working pack.
5.2 Staff Conduct supporting virtual meetings
We expect staff to refer to the staff code of conduct policy. In addition, some further points to consider when
working in a virtual situation:
• Consider background noises (ensure a quiet place and mute when needed to ensure other conversations
are not heard)
• Ensure the location is suitable
• Ensure a suitable dress code is in place and expected by all pupils
• Ensure privacy when in a call or video conference, as much as possible to safeguard children
• Remind children about online safety and privacy settings. Remind
• Remind children about core values and respect at all times
(It is expected that staff complete a further detailed risk assessment for each virtual session using the
checklist as attached, Appendix B)
5.3 FSM and Vulnerable children
Children will be monitored carefully, so that if they are indicated as being a pupil premium pupil, additional
support is in place. Discussions will be in place to ensure that meals are supported as during a ‘normal’ school
day.
6. Monitoring Arrangements
This policy will be reviewed termly to meet the changing needs of the community. At every review it will be
approved by the Executive Head Teacher, Darren Williams.
7. Links to other policies
This policy is linked to our:
Behaviour policy
Safeguarding policy and coronavirus addendum to our child protection policy
Data protection policy and privacy notices
Home-school agreement
ICT and internet acceptable use policy
Online Safety policy
Home School Visits policy
Link to research project by Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) toolkit – ‘Rapid evidence assessment
distance learning’
8. Training Support

Teachers and support teachers will have workshops available so that they can improve their skills and use the
platforms to meet this policy and the expectations for learning. This list will continue to be updated and a clear
training plan created each half term to support excellent remote learning practice.
Google classroom – including how to utilise ‘in’ the classroom and for remote learning
Google Meet
Google slides
Parent support:
From a parent survey completed it was clear that the following training is needed to support our families:
Google classroom
Behaviour at home
Clear instructions as to how to support behaviour at home
Leaflets and clear instructions will be made to support these areas.
A virtual learning guide will be created and posted on the school websites.
Our Remote Learning Admin Assistant will provide coaching service to parents over the phone to set up
effective remote learning.
Zoom meetings will be set up to offer training and support to parents in the areas requested

Appendices:
Appendix A:
Dersingham Primary School
Appendix B:
Virtual Meetings – Risk Assessment Checklist
Appendix C:
Attendance Tracker – Example template
Appendix D:
Remote learning expectations
Appendix E:
Remote Learning Action Plan
Appendix F:
EYFS – Staff expectations to use when recording tutorials from the home
Appendix G:
SEND example plan
Appendix H:
Parent and Pupil Evaluations
Appendix I:
Remote Learning Process Poster
Appendix J:
Expectations for interactive virtual learning discussion – Google Meets

Appendix A
Dersingham Primary School

Engagement with pupils whilst in a year/class cohort lockdown
Teachers will complete an interactive document with children using a Google form which will be used as a
register to monitor attendance whilst working remotely. Safeguarding approaches will be in place as per main
policy with the same intervention times.
Google Meet is an area that will not be used, at present, in Dersingham Primary School. However, this will
be reviewed and training will be in place across Autumn 2 (utilising the new appointment of a Remote Admin
Assistant) to move towards this as a recognised positive way to provide better learning, face to face support
and maintain relationships between peers.
Home Learning packs
Every child at Dersingham will receive a home learning pack which will contain a consistent set of materials
to be used in the event of an isolation period therefore children working from home. This is to support
organisation and ensure rapid response to home learning. The packs have clear instructions for use. The
instructions clearly state that the packs are only to be used unless instructed by the school.
To ensure that the work remains reflective to the learning in the classroom work will be added to this pack,
when needed.

Appendix B
A risk assessment checklist to support school virtual meetings–
As you use this checklist you should go through and associate the risk linked so that you
make a decision If the session should go ahead. Please call a member of the leadership if you have any
hesitation:

Likelihood

4-Very Likely
3-Likely
2-Possible
1-Remote

Critical
(16)

Immediate

High (9 12)
Medium (6
- 8)

1 week
1 month

Low (1 – 4) 3 months

Risk Rating:
Severity
1-Trivial
2-Minor
4L
8M
3L
6M
2L
4L
1L
2L

3.Serious
12 H
9H
6M
3L

4.Major
16 C
12 H
8M
4 L

Stop. Do not undertake the activity-critical risk, too high and unacceptable.
Controls need to be implemented and the risk rating reduced to an acceptable
level before the activity can recommence
Require immediate attention to bring the risk down to an acceptable level
Review existing controls and consider additional ones. Regular monitoring
required
Continue with the existing controls, operations require monitoring

Hazard: Something that has the potential to cause harm
Likelihood: The likelihood of the hazard causing harm
Safeguarding- inappropriate adults have access to pupils.
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) Check
• All teachers are subject to these checks every 3 years and this will be in place during the current situation
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.
Identification
• Teachers presenting a live lesson will be required to display a means by which they can be identified via
a lanyard, either on-screen or actual, at all times during the lesson.
Identifying Replacement Teachers
• In certain cases, it may be necessary to allocate replacement teachers to deliver online lessons. In this case,
a replacement teacher will be sought from currently employed Federation staffing.
Professional appearance
Pupils and Teachers are required to be dressed appropriately for remote learning. Attire which would
ordinarily be worn in school on a non-uniform day is essential; clothing, worn by a student or a teacher, which
does not meet this expectation is not acceptable and lessons should be stopped immediately and reported to
the Leadership Team of the Federation Schools.
Suitable teaching environment
Both students and teachers must be physically located in safe working spaces, appropriate for online lessons;
a lounge or study is appropriate, a bedroom or bathroom is not.
Pupils should be in a room with or near an adult so that the adult can hear and see the lesson taking place and
is the responsibility of the parent/carer to ensure this is happening.
Teachers should be in a room where others cannot see or listen in, if this is not possible, then headphones
must be worn, and screens angled away towards a wall and away from any other people. Recommended

virtual backgrounds are available https://www.owllabs.com/blog/zoom-virtualbackground#:~:text=Open%20the%20app%20and%20log,to%20upload%20your%20own%20photo.
Communication
Communication must be undertaken by parents/carers and not pupils and on parental devices through school
platforms – year group emails, Parent Comms, google classroom and zoom.
Under no circumstances should teachers or pupils personal contacts be shared and the use of social media or
any way of communicating other than the above-mentioned methods through unofficial channels is strictly
prohibited.
Private chat or sharing of images between pupils and teachers are unacceptable. All Google Classroom
communication will be monitored remotely by our I.T team and SLT including content, pictures and videos
saved to the device.
See Saw, Google Meet and Google are the Federations preferred online platform. It must only be used during
a scheduled lesson or meeting times. Neither students or teachers should use this as a means of contacting the
other party outside of scheduled lesson times.
Appropriate Language
As with all school-based communications, the content and language of messages must at all times be
professional by all parties concerned, including family members. Teachers will advise parents if they need to
contact them to use formal channels.
Lessons will be recorded and stored securely on a cloud (in line with GDPR requirements) for a maximum of
28 days for safeguarding purposes, to ensure that the lesson has taken place and to review in case of any issues
that may arise.
The duration of lessons will be kept to a reasonable length in order to allow the family to 'get on' with their
day.
Adult Supervision
Teachers must always confirm at the start of each lesson that an adult is in close proximity to the student. If
an adult is not available at the student’s home, the lesson will not go ahead.
Professional standards
Online classrooms must be regarded as an extension of the physical classroom and the safeguarding
expectations that pertain to this, such as, professional communication, attire, and language.
Outsiders from Federation Community access the content
Date and time only shared in secure email
Parents informed that they must not share meeting details with others- protocol and guidance to be shared
with parents. It may be that we use this online consent form in the future.
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/media/1670/example-consent-form.pdf.
Staff are asked to review this form for information.

Appendix C
Remote Learning Strategy
Tracking system to ensure all parts of the lockdown strategy are upheld thus maintaining learning and ensuring that learning behaviours are
maintained.
Input of information by AHT, every day by midday, into a google shared document for each year group to access
Every day to be monitored by year group leader
Random monitoring to ensure updating is in place by SLT and HT.
Evaluations to be completed on return by pupil and by parents and saved into remote learning folder – year group and dated

Class

Lockdown
reason

Date of
Online
absence start learning
available at
home? Y/N

Pack
delivered
(with full
pack for all
subjects if
needed)

Remote
learning
shared and
started?

3 Phone calls
made home
per week –
initial and date
LM to
complete

Return to
school
date?

Learning
Log
checked 3
days after
return

Parent evaluation
completed

Name of
pupil

Pupil evaluation
completed

Year Group: _____________

Appendix D - Remote Learning Expectations for
Teachers
We will use our curriculum vision in all our lesson planning for remote
learning.
We will use the following high impact strategies when working remotely: (these were
discussed with staff 08.09.20)
Formative Assessment and feedback – 0.73 effect size / + 8 month progress
Clear focus to lesson with LO and Context / Learning questions
Change lessons following the learning in one lesson – ensure that assessment leads the learning journey
Use gap analysis to drive forward planning to support formative assessment
Use of live feedback is in place constantly throughout the lesson – a learning dialogue is clearly in place
supporting reciprocal teaching and learning. Timely feedback provides opportunity for immediate correction
and improvement
Personalised learning to meet the needs of learners
Cognitive Science – 0.71 effect size - 0.64 effect size / +8 months
Teacher to be aware if the context for learning is the correct level to be able to focus on the teaching
Teacher to be aware of the clarity of instruction and the amount of information being given to students
Support children to recall learning using concepts as a consistent strategy to build knowledge
Interrupt forgetting – Low stakes testing (quizzing)
Space learning – spaced learning using flashcards and APPs to support
Interleaving
Students have time to practice what they have learnt – ensure that there is time for ‘learning’ rather than
surface level teaching and ‘performance’ of learning
Use a range of activities that are specifically designed to support memory – e.g mnemonics, knowledge
organisers, flashcards
Instructional, Guided and Modelled teaching – 0.75 effect size
New content explicitly introduced and explored alongside a clear success criteria
Teacher models the application of knowledge and skills
Reading Comprehension - +6 months progress
Key vocabulary to be in place for all subjects – To be relevant, appropriate and current. (etymology break
down of key words to be used)
-To specifically support the different tiers of vocabulary
Teaching content IS teaching reading (this needs to be a clear understanding embedded into classroom
practice) – reading needs to be utilised in all situations
Challenge and High Expectations: 0.56 effect size
Goals are presented clearly so students know what they are intended to learn
Relevant challenge (based on assessed needs) to each level of learner so that all are working in their own
ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development)
Collaborative Learning: Months Progress +5 months
- Students work together to apply previously acquired knowledge
-

Rules for collaboration – specific praise supporting the rules and values

-

Establish positive interdependence

Questioning – 0.46 effect size
Sentence stems – plan your answers to improve ‘talk’ Expect justification from answers – APE – Answer it!
Prove it! Explain it!
Plan using predicted misconceptions to support the learning in the lessons
Supportive and Purposeful Learning Environment – +4 months progress

Celebration of children’s work to be clearly shared to motivate children to be successful
Growth Mindset – positive atmosphere built around TRUST whereby there is a culture of ‘My wonderful
mistake!’ And a safe environment for children to ‘have a go!’
Learning behaviours and Self Regulation strategies– + 2 months progress
Classroom discussion linked to learning powers and recognising success in learning skills (reflection on
learning) Pupil-to-pupil and pupil-teacher talk can help to build knowledge and understanding of cognitive
and metacognitive strategies.
Quality relevant resourcing – +4 months
Challenging stereotypes
Planning and preparation
Utilsing digital technology
Up to date resources – most applicable
Opportunities to dual teach to be utilised – dual coding

Appendix D (ii)
Lesson recording expectations
I have been through the virtual learning risk assessment and ensured everything I am going to
complete supports the school policy to keep me and pupils safe
Yes/No
I have explained a clear learning outcome, displayed it and modelled this (this does not need to, and should
not happen, at the start of every session – variation is requested)
Yes/No
I have explained and modelled the Success Criteria showing examples of each and made clear refernece to
this in my explanation
Yes/No
I have showed a model example in my explanation – WAGOLL

Yes/No

I have used ‘thinking aloud’ in my explanation

Yes/No

I have referred to pre learning and explained about the relevance of this work linked to the final outcome
Yes/No
I have considered the cognitive load for children whilst working at home
I have introduced new technical and complex vocab but have explained these when appropriate

Yes/No
Yes/No

I have structured the recording in line with – ‘I do, We do, You do’ (see diagrams in Figure 1 to support)
Yes/No
As I talk and explain I use ‘we’ to ensure that children feel part of the lesson even in recorded environment
Yes/No
I have planned in a predicted misconception that I model to the pupils to say this where people go wrong
and this is what we would do to help this situation (referring back to the SC as rewinding the recording to
scaffold and support – You might also refer to other sources of support)
Yes/No
In my recording I referred to a learning power and the learning pit to constantly remind children about great
learning
Yes/No
I have listened to my recording and I am happy that it is supportive to learners working at home
(remembering it might be replayed, as a scaffold, again to support lower attainers)
Yes/No

Appendix E
Area of remote learning: Return to school absence
Overall co-ordination of this area by: ______________________

Key Targeted
Groups

All pupils – absence

SEND

Area of remote learning
to plan for

Action

Pupil not returning to school
therefore could prompt – routine,
behaviour, social and emotional
challenges providing unsettlement
for children

On confirmation that absence is linked to COVID (as potential
longer absence) a pack will be sent home to support recovery
session PSHCE and core sessions maths and English from
previous year groups work (First 2 weeks)
Packs to be made online with 14 days work in for each year
group
Information about new class and teachers
Pack will contain a learning log to then return with a working
diary
Class teachers to write a newsletter to their whole class as a
welcome note with key information in about their class and to
reassure them at this time about being back

Children not returning to school and
missing start of year sessions therefore
wellbeing and settling factors to
consider
SEND learners need to have specific
information about their learning to
regain stability and routines into their
practice

SEND – complex needs

Children not returning to school and
missing start of year sessions therefore
wellbeing and settling factors to
consider
SEND learners need to have specific
information about their learning to
regain stability and routines into their
practice

EAL

Children not returning to school and
missing start of year sessions therefore
wellbeing and settling factors to
consider
Increased gap increasing due to missing
learning start of year

All pupils

Missed baseline assessments to provide
accurate starting points

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

-All children will be clear about expectations for the year and that we are back to focus on
learning and achieving age related expectations
-Children will feel confident to return to school
-Children will be clear about the transition in place for children
-Children will have learning in place limiting missed revision of key areas of learning in
core subjects – gap in learning will be reduced

Packs to be made and sent home with maths and English work
in to support ind children from other year groups to support
learning

Children will be able to complete work with confidence
Children will feel safe and secure to return to school
Children will be supported into their transition back into school
Children will be clear about who new teachers are and where to go

P4 pack made
P8 pack made
Information about new class and teachers to be provided by
team
1:1 staff can then use information and packs from other year
groups to support children if needed
Completion of work will be monitored through phone calls
Visual timetables to be created and sent home to support return
Communicate with parents to establish other ways to help
children re engage with learning and school – create resources
to be sent home If needed to support children in transition back
to school

Children will be able to complete appropriate work
Children will feel safe and secure to return to school
Children will be supported into their transition back into school
Families will feel supported at a challenging transition point

EAL leader will make packs to be available on line to support
Early English and pastoral workers will support packs to be
made

Children will have work that is pitched and accessible to their learning
Children will understand the expectations for return
Parents will be able to engage in learning at home and support children
The gap in learning will be reduced

On return to school children will have to be assessed using other
methods due to a return could be anxious and then trigger other
areas of concern

Children will complete work that is pitched appropriately
Children will have clear targets in learning
Children will be motivated by appropriate pitch in learning

Area of remote learning: Individual 14-day lockdown
Overall co-ordination of this area by: ______________________
Key Targeted
Groups

Focus Area

Action

Behaviour

Behaviour management whilst working – positive praise and
recognition for hard work
Create a behaviour charter about how to behave when working
remotely – children to complete at the start and end of their
lockdown
Children to have targets when they go into lockdown and direct
rewards for meeting these targets – reviewed on return

Understanding of class dynamics to
ensure that the correct resourcing goes to
the right children

Complete a clear survey that looks at the devices that children have
Ensure that alternative provision is put in place to support children
without internet or devices

Supporting collaboration and interaction
with the class whilst in lockdown

Pastoral teams will contact children and ensure set up is in place
for work and lockdown
Class teacher will be expected to make one phone call home each
week to children
Work will be celebrated by the class on google classroom
Google meets – teachers to be trained and supported to

Children will be motivated to engage in work and complete higher levels of work
Children will feel less anxious in their work and support to each other
Children will feel more connected to their classmates and less like their routine has been
disrupted therefore creating an added barrier

Teacher contact whilst in lockdown (pupil
wellbeing)

Hearing a teachers voice is really important (learning point from
EEF report)

Children will feel confident to return to class – safe and secure therefore learning
environment is created

Pupil Wellbeing

Information update to be clearly disseminated as to why there is
absence and passed to teams for tier 2 support if needed
Well-being lessons to be available online for teachers to direct
children to and access

Children will have clear contacts and systems in place to support their well-being
therefore reduced anxiety and wellbeing issues

SEND

Work allocation

Use of oak academy

Children will have appropriate work set to support learning

Complex needs

Work allocation

Use of oak academy

Children will have appropriate work set to support learning

All pupils

Work allocation

Resources to support work allocation and
lockdown

Maths and English to have a set of CGP study books available to
go home in packs for each year group
Science CGP booklets available for each year group to go home
Children to work alongside google classroom (ensure that flips can
be opened in google classroom?) for non-core subjects and use
knowledge organisers with a set of games alongside to improve
memory recall and learning games
Example timetables to be created so that one can be chosen to suit
the individual child and the hours allocation
How many estimate per year group non-attendance packs to be
ready?
CGP maths book £3.50 each Year group specific (Dersingham to
use maths no problem)
CGP spelling £5.95 SPAG year group specific
SPAG year group bundle science £12.50

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Children will feel confident and motivated to complete more work
Children will be very clear about the expectations that are in place whilst they are
working remotely
Children will be efficient and work smartly whilst on lockdown
Children will be ambitious and excited about their learning

Children will have work immediately in non-attendance
Children will have consistent timetables in place to support routine and maintain stability
in learning
Gaps in learning will be reduced

Children will have work immediately as they leave school

Plastic wallets to send home resources – Approx £5 x3
Reading book? Specific for lockdown processes? Taken from class
libraries and stored
Storage area for resources in and safe (72hours after being returned)
– used resources storage and cleaning?
A set of exercise books to be used to support the recording so that
work is not completed in exercise books
Use SeeSaw to record introductions starter or difficult concept to
support any absence – maths and English (core text) whilst teaching
in school
Extra activity produced – whilst teaching in school
EYFS

Work allocation

Minimum expectation timetable to be created for parents to support
children 2 hours maximum
Pupil log in so that staff can set work and mark directly – feedback
directly

Children will have work immediately in non-attendance
Children will have consistent timetables in place to support routine and maintain stability
in learning
Gaps in learning will be reduced

Sessions to be recorded to then create a bank of activities and
support learning
EAL

Work allocation

Use of storyteller website and free resources

Children will have work immediately in non-attendance
Children will have consistent timetables in place to support routine and maintain stability
in learning
Gaps in learning will be reduced

Attendance whilst working remotely

Expectations to attend remote learning every day to be created and
system set up – monitored and followed up by?

Children will maintain working approaches and commitment whilst in remote learning
Routines and learning behaviours will be maintained

Ensure that work is celebrated on return to
the classroom so that remote learning
standards are maintained

Teachers to be expected to support transition back into classroom
and recognise and celebrate work from lockdown

Children will maintain high expectations whilst working remotely and behaviours will
remain exceptional

Area of remote learning: Class/Year group lockdown
Overall co-ordination of this area by: ______________________
(Each lockdown will activate the additional 14 day pre planned work – main role for teachers and support staff in lockdown will be to monitor, feedback,
contact and support children whilst in this period)
Key Targeted
Groups

Focus Area

Action

Behaviour management – positive and
consequences

Zones of regulation to be used as a way to support and express
feeling (could be used as a way to talk through on return?)
Clear expectations to be in place for staff
Session on return to be in place to re-establish routines and
recognise and reward behaviours displayed on lockdown
As a class to have targets and goals all to be set up as competitions

Children will maintain high expectations whilst working remotely and behaviours will
remain exceptional

Teacher contact and collaboration for peer
groups whilst in lockdown

Expectations to be in place for staff
Hearing teachers voice on the end of the phone
Additional mobile phones to be purchased to support teachers
whilst in lockdown to make phone calls?

Children will feel confident to return to class – safe and secure therefore learning
environment is created
Learning will be able to resume and curriculum timetables employed

Understanding of class dynamics to
ensure that the correct resourcing goes to
the right children

Complete a clear survey that looks at the devices that children have
Ensure that alternative provision is put in place to support children
without internet or devices

Teacher expectations – working hours
whilst in lockdown

Written out for staff
Written out for parents and displayed in remote learning
information
Expectations to be in place

Teacher absence whilst in lockdown – self
or dependency

Maths and English

Absence procedures in place and follow same line of absence
protocol
Cover teacher structure in place to support remote learning and
ensure that exceptional learning remains in place – well pitched
and accurate to maintain a learning journey
To be provided by the class teacher (via google classroom) whist
in lock down and to follow the same planning
Within year group a recorded lesson will be expected to clearly
model the delivery
Use of oak academy platform can be used to help support recorded
lessons and delivery of session – Ensure that all the software from
this HUB can be accessed
To be uploaded onto google classroom whilst in lockdown
Expectations to be written about the standards and structure of
online set up for lessons (remote lesson plan outlines)

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Children will have exceptional learning whilst working remotely

Learning will be maintained and expectations in place – consistency between classes in
place

Children will have consistent timetables in place to support routine and maintain stability
in learning
Gaps in learning will be reduced

Timetable for day

To be provided for each year group as a guide
A timetable of expectation to be in place for the 2 weeks with
hours allocated so that parents can work when suits own situations

Behaviours will be sustained due to routine and expectations about work completion
times

SEN support work for lockdown

Individual support plan in place for each child with complex needs
Support staff to be part of teams to ensure that work that is set is
suitable and supportive to all children

Children who are vulnerable will have contact during a lockdown
Children will be supported and learning needs will be met
Families will feel supported at this time and have confidence to support their children
with learning that is appropriate without reliance on the computer

EAL support for lockdown

Children will be able to meet the needs of the learning required
Children will enjoy learning
Children will have supportive materials provided through the support programme
Parents will feel supported to help children at home
Transition back into school will be more steady and will reduce anxiety that missed
learning may cause

Utilise work from storyteller – EAL village
Work with EAL leader to identify children who need different set
work in place
Use SeeSaw to record introductions starter or difficult concept to
support any absence – maths and English (core text) whilst teaching
in school – this to be completed by staff at home to support learning

EYFS

Family project activity created
Minimum expectation timetable to be created for parents to support
children 2 hours maximum

Children in EYFS will have a constant communication with teachers and key workers
Children will feel in contact and therefore the transition back into school will be smooth
and children will be able to settle back into school with less separation anxiety and
settling challenges
Children will return to classroom with more memory of the classroom systems and
learning behaviours

Pupil log in so that staff can set work and mark directly – feedback
directly
Sessions will be recorded during the day whilst in lockdown –
Teachers will take a set of teaching resources home to support their
teaching at home

Non core sessions (updated termly to
match the curriculum provision)

Monitoring of learning and feedback

A pre made set of lessons to be made with all resources for all
subjects
SEN provision included
EAL provision included
Expectations for the lesson structure to be made so that leaders
have this as a guide and support meeting the curriculum objectives

Work to be completed in learning logs to reflect on learning
Feedback to learning whilst online (all children will have laptops)

Federation AHT – SEN to lead on
pre made resources for SEN
Pre made boxes made to suit
different learning levels and
needs – AHT SEN
EAL leaders CP - resources made
in sets online so that there is easy
access for all adults to be able to
build more resources supporting
individual needs
QofE – lesson expectations made
with staff at INSET

Children will have learning in all sessions
Pre made lessons will mean that the quality of the materials can be viewed and the
subject leaders are able to improve where necessary
Children will have quality learning that is appropriate to their work in class and
attainment

Class teachers
Support staff
Year group leaders

Children will produce a higher standard of learning
Children will be motivated to complete the work with the the understanding that they will
get feedback

Laptop devices and technological support

Clear systems in place to borrow devices to support disadvantaged
learners to be planned in the future
Information on who would need a device to be collected
Written expectations for use and insurances in place

Children will have equal opportunities to benefit from remote learning
Families will be very clear about the expectations that are upon them linked to laptop
devices and borrowing them

More than 2 lockdown periods in a term

Create a new bank of resources for non-core subjects
As soon as a lockdown finishes provision will be put in place for
new materials in case of return wave in same class/year group

Children will be familiar with the processes and be able to access learning quickly and
efficiently
No time will be lost for learning

Attendance and participation in remote
learning tracking

Expectations to be clear
Attendance tracking in place by teacher running remote learning

Use of other adults (lockdown of year
groups and classes – who would this
include)

Each year group to have a full list of adults in place and allocated
specific children to track and support
Each member of staff to have specific duties in place
All staff to have training on software and online platforms to
ensure readiness
Expectations for support staff to be in place and expectations about
times working, dress code on remote platforms, who to support
(SEN training needed for google class/meet)

All children will have to show attendance each day therefore children have a
communication path at all times
Children will feel reassured and safe
Children will remember rules and learning behaviours more to then return to the
classroom and learning
AHT to align
Class Teachers
YGL
Support teams to be clear about
expectations
SEN leader

Children will have additional support in areas that they need help
Children will recognise that the school is working as a team and supported by all staff

Area of remote learning: Wellbeing support for remote learning situation
Overall co-ordination of this area by: ______________________
Key Targeted
Groups

Area of remote learning to
plan for

Action

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Children to have a lesson on the plans for
blended learning – home learning and
home learning for individual absence and
year group and class absence

Ensure clarity to reduce anxiety
Understand why lockdown is in place
Ensure that children are clear about different lockdown process
and have clarity on how to access

Class teachers made by Q of E
AHT to ensure that this happens

Children will have clarity on the different new systems that are employed to support
safety at this time
Reduce anxiety from changes to systems that can sometimes be created

Support staff training to be in
place by Q of E
Recovery materials in place by Q
of E

Children will have adults that are well trained and understand the different situations and
circumstances that they may have been living

Qof E and ICT Tech
Remote Admin Assistant

Children will have contact to ask questions about their learning and gain support to learn
effectively at home
Children will have an additional form of contact

On return from absence children will have
a list of strategies and support networks

There will be a help page/system for
children to provide contact whilst working
remotely

Pastoral Teams to be trained to support children on their return
using wellbeing monitoring and recording systems to be in place –
1:1 basis
All staff to have received recovery training
A page on the remote learning access to provide support links for
children to access
Set up year group e mails
Set up email to remote admin when in post to support queries and
provide to families

There will be a set of wellbeing links and
video links available in the remote
learning pages of website

Website to be updated with pre made materials and personalised
materials for federation

Increase and continue online safety
sessions for children

Computing first term to be focused on online safety
Online safety materials to be sent to families
Whilst working remotely online safety lessons to be computing
sessions

Computing leader
RSHE leader

Utilise multiple ways for children to be
able to describe how they are feeling

Zones of regulation to be used as a way to express how they feel
and be added into the learning log

Q of E and curriculum leaders to
add in

Children will feel supported to say how they feel
Children will feel supported to be honest therefore safer around feelings and realities of
what is happening

Opportunities for space to be incorporated
into the remote learning so that this loss
does not return for children

Mindfulness activities supporting learning whilst at home

Q of E to promote on website

Children will have more emotional strength

Collaboration as one of the key findings
from the eef toolkit to be maintained for
social and emotional strength

Contact with peers and staff to be in place to support wellbeing as
in above sections to support

Class teachers
Year group leaders
AHT
Support team

Children will feel socially reassured
Children will enjoy their remote learning experience as they will still have contact with
their peers

Support emotional wealth

Support healthy mind with a bank of exercises that children can
complete at home

Q of E to provide on website
Safeguarding and mental health
teams to support
PASTORAL teams and learning
mentors to support this area

Children will be able to express how they are feeling so that they can have a healthy
mind

Q of E/ HT and ICT tech

Children will be able to read individually or with families the different materials that are
available to support reflection in this area
Children will continue to be educated in this area
Monitoring of GC will mean that there is intervention quickly when needed so that online
safety is at the forefront of safeguarding concerns

Area of remote learning: Parental Support for remote learning
Overall co-ordination of this area by: ______________________
Key Targeted
Groups

Area of remote learning to
plan for
Parent information about home learning in
each situation
About how to best create optimal home
learning conditions

Action
Newsletter created
Website pages created
Poster created for whole school

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Q of E

Staff, children and parents clear about the systems that are being employed

Accessibility to information and learning

Translation available
Google translate prompted on pages

Q of E and remote admin
assistant

All families are able to

Behaviour support at home for focus with
learning

Information provided
Support provided through e mail request

Class teacher
Remote admin leader
Year group leaders

Parents will use strategies from school at home and support children providing consistency
and therefore supporting transition back into school

Parent support for COVID support page to
be created on the remote learning pages

A page of support to be provided for parents so that they have all
contact details in any COVID related questions
Utilise Newham posters and promote them around the school

Parent expectations to be sent out to
parents to remind them to use the same
processes and policies as before and not
use the platform for any other reasons –
expectations of GC and learning to be
clearly in place
Parent survey expressed a need for
training in areas – google classroom,
google meet, supporting behaviour at
home

Within the information that is sent to parents immediately to
include GC and expectations
Monitoring of GC may possibly lead to more information and
directed training if needed

Leaflets to be made to support parents using the remote platforms
Contact in multiple forms to be available to support

Website upload – ICT tech
COVID – health and safety
information
Coordination – Q of E

Q of E – information leaflet to
be created
Remote admin leader to
monitor

Remote admin leader
Q of E

Children will have expectations in place by school and parents

Parents will have support for online learning and blended learning (teaching strategies to
use) and therefore giving confidence to parents and thus children

Area of remote learning: Monitoring to be in place
Key Targeted
Groups

Area of remote learning to
plan for

Action

By who and when

Subject work being set is meeting subject
vision and expectations from subject
leader

Subject leaders to be clear about the work being set and ensure that
they are providing additional ideas and resources

Subject leaders
Q of E

Senior leaders to ensure that when their
year group is in lockdown they are
monitoring the classrooms

DHT to set clear expectations to their AHT about this and the
balance between in school and remote monitoring

YGL
AHT

Ensuring policies are being upheld and
referred to

AHT and DHT to ensure that all policies that are needed are created
and review for remote learning is plotted in regularly so that
evaluation of the process takes place and therefore the platform
evolves

AHT, DHT, HT,Qof E
Governors

Meetings needs and interests of
stakeholders

Consultation with pupils and parents

Extended services leader
Q of E leader

Online safety and effective use

ICT leaders and technicians to monitor the platforms and the
website to ensure meeting all polices and efficient methods are
being employed

Upholding vision and expectations set by
governors

Encourage time for governors to review the remote learning
strategy and practice to ensure high standards are in place

HT and governors

Safeguarding

Monitoring and training to be in place

Safeguarding and DHT

Computing leaders
RSHE leaders

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Area of remote learning: Safeguarding whilst working remotely
Overall coordination of this area
Key Targeted
Groups

Area of remote learning to
plan for

Action

By who and when

Intended Impact / Success Criteria

Bullying whilst online – pupils to have
strategies and systems in place

Online safety to be in use at all times

GDPR safety issues when working
remotely

Safety of adults whilst working remotely
– collaboration opportunities

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Additional points for consideration - Seesaw – 276 licences - £1821 – possible strategy for SEND complex needs? For remote learning and contact?
Training to go through the remote learning approach so that it is clear and understood
Training time to be given to familiarise oneself with Oak academy training platform so that lessons can be quickly established and used
Create a bank of online learning platforms and provide training so that staff are confident to navigate their way through
GDPR considerations – provision of laptops if is in place to have GDPR considerations and ensure that there is technical support and guidance to parents to
set up and install systems
Internet access points
Any new policies to be written (appendix to support safeguarding addition) - To be included in remote learning platform area

Appendix F

CPD Federation
EYFS – Home Learning Guidance
Rationale
The following guidance has been produced to provide a coherent framework from which all staff, pupils and
parents/carers can develop a consistent and effective approach to home learning.
The benefits of home learning should be developed at an early age in all pupils, so that independent home
study becomes routine.
The aim of this guidance document is therefore to:
•
•
•
•
•

Enable pupils to understand that independent learning is vital to achieving success
Instill in all pupils the importance of life-long learning
Promote a responsibility for learning within each pupil
To ensure home learning activities are stimulating and challenging and effectively supported through high
quality learning and teaching in the classroom.
To provide expectations for home learning in EYFS to support proportionate and purposeful home learning
activities.

Expectations and Responsibilities of our Learners
•
•
•

Pupils should recognise the value of home learning in supporting their classroom learning and progression,
making time to complete learning to the highest standard possible.
learners should expect and seek out support when needed to complete home learning tasks to the highest
standard they can and if necessary seek support before the due date/time.
Practice and build on what you have learned in School, using your Learning Conversation Targets and/or
Feedback from work/ tests to plan your Home Learning.

Expectations and Responsibilities of the School and Staff

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure that every child and family has access to SEESAW. This will be tracked by the class teacher.
Staff should create home learning tasks which link to and support classroom learning at appropriate points
in the term (this may be weekly, monthly or termly according to the frequency of class contact time). These
will be shared on SEESAW.
The minimum expectation is to prepare and make available 1 Maths activity, 1 AOL activity and 1 piece
of phonics learning daily.
Daily story time videos will be posted by NNEB.
All teaching staff should communicate tasks and deadlines clearly to both learners and parents.
Staff will provide appropriate materials and online resources to complete home learning.
Staff will ensure support is available for pupils who need space, time or further advice to complete home
learning tasks. Both class teachers and Nursery nurses are available from 9.00am to 3.30pm to contact via
SEESAW to provide support for learners and parents.
Feedback should be delivered promptly, either to individuals, groups or the whole class to aid progression
and develop an understanding of next steps.
Any concerns raised through home learning should be discussed with the AHT.

Expectations and Responsibilities of Parents and Carers

•
•
•
•

Create an environment which supports time management, a quiet space and provides appropriate resources.
Regularly review progress and learning conversation with key worker via SEESAW.
Engage with various websites which will be provided by either Assistant Headteacher or class teacher.
Contact class teacher or AHT if you require further support or guidance.

As a teacher you should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

always maintain a formal and courteous and professional tone in communicating with pupils and ensure
that professional boundaries are maintained;
only use official channels of communication i.e. SEESAW and work e-mail addresses and be aware of and
comply with employer’s policies and guidance;
not exchange private text, phone numbers, personal e-mail addresses or photos of a personal nature with
pupils or families.
If in the instance you make a phone call home, ensure you phone number is set to private and record the
conversation had, this should then be passed on to AHT.
operate online in a way in which would not call into question your position as a professional;
realise that pupils will be naturally curious about your personal life outside school and may try to find out
more about you.
assume that information you post can be accessed and altered;
not discuss pupils, colleagues, parents or carers online or criticise your employer or others within the school
community;
respect pupil privacy and confidentiality at all times;
use strong passwords and change them regularly.
bring the matter to the attention of a member of SLT using the proper procedures, if you are the victim of
cyber bullying or uncomfortable with comments, photos or posts made by learners/families of or about
you.
Wear suitable clothing, when recording and posting videos.
Use computer/laptop/phones in appropriate areas e.g. not in bedrooms and where possible against a neutral
background.
Any live videos or recording should be recorded and saved, so that if any issues were to arise the video can
be reviewed.
Use language which is appropriate, including any family members in the background.
Realize that all communication made with parents and learners can be viewed by the administrator for
SEESAW.
If in doubt, seek advice from a member for SLT.

Appendix G
Inclusion Team remote Learning – example personalised plan
Aim of the plan:

To ensure that children are supported in their return to school regardless of their learning situation.
To support transition back into school with a focus to re-engage with the 5 losses that children have been
subjected to over lockdown
To plan for the 5 levers back into school

•
•

•

Maths
Session
number
1

2
3

Learning Objective
L.O- Pupils join in with counting to 5
and match the number with the
amount.
L.O- Pupils join in with counting to 5
and match the number with the
amount.
L.O- Pupils join in with counting to
10 and match the number with the
amount.

4

L.O- Pupils join in with counting to
10 and match the number with the
amount.

5

L.O- to compare given sets of objects
and saying which has more or less (
which is the bigger group or smaller
group)
L.O to use the language of first,
second, third.

6

7

L.O to sort and label shapes

Brief description of activity – planning to include
expectations for remote learning
Use objects around the house e.g pencils, pasta, toys
to count. Write the numbers 1-5 on seperate piece of
paper and ask the pupil to match the number with the
number of objects. Sing 5 little ducks and use objects
to represent the ducks.
Ask the pupil to write the numbers 1-5 on separate
pieces of paper and repeat Session 1.
Group the objects e.g set
of 6, 8, 4 etc. Have the
numbers written on the
piece of paper, children
to match the number to
the correct group of
objects. Count each
group together and check.
Use objects around the house e.g pencils, pasta, toys
to count. Write a number on a piece of paper and chn
to match the number with the number of objects. Sing
‘10 in the bed’ and use objects to represent the
children.
Use objects around the house e.g pencils, pasta, toys
to count to 10 again. Next make 2 groups. Which has
more? Count them together. Repeat with different
numbers of objects.
Set up short competitive game e.g running race for 1st
and 2nd. Line up 5 toys
queuing. Which bear is
first? Second? 3rd?
Reorganise the line. True or
false- I think the bear is
3rd? am I right? etc
Cut pieces of food into
shapes. On a piece of
paper draw some basic
shapes and discuss with
pupil the name of the
shapes, write the name
in the shape. Pupil to
then match the food to
the shape.

7

L.O- to sort and label shapes.

8

L.O- to recognise and continue a
sequence or patterns

9

L.O- to recognise and continue a
sequence or patterns

10

L.O- to recognise and continue a
sequence or patterns

Reading
Session
number
1

Learning Objective
LO: To practise your sounds

2

LO: To use your sounds to read
words.

3

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

4

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

Divide a large piece of paper in
quarters and label each quarter
square, circle, triangle,
rectangle. Cut cardboard or a
carrot into different shapes.
Pupil to then use paint to print
the shapes into the correct
quarter. If no paint pupil to sort the shapes onto the
piece of paper.
Draw a line of repetitive
shapes. Pupil to then
complete the pattern.
Repeat with different
shapes.
Draw a line of repetitive
shapes and introduce
colours. Pupil to then
complete the pattern.
Repeat with different
shapes and colours
Repeat session 9 using objects
from around the house e.g spoons
and folks, toy cars, lego, colour
pencils. Challenge children to
make their own repetitive pattern
and you extend it.

Brief description of activity – planning to include
expectations for remote learning
Read the sounds with your child. Match the sound to
the picture.
Read a book together.
Sound out the words then blend to read. Match the
word to the picture.
Read a book together.
Identify 4 words that the pupil
needs to practise. Write them
on a post it note or piece of
paper. Read each word and get
the child to repeat. Next pupil
to swat/point to the word you
say. Take the word away once
identified until all 6 post it
notes have been removed.
Repeat.
Read a book together.
Repeat Session 3- now with 6 words. Once confident
repeat without removing the post it note/piece of
paper when identified.
Read a book together.

5

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

6

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

7

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)
L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

8

9

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

10

L.O: to practise reading high
frequency words (first 100)

Writing
Session
number
1
2

Learning Objective
LO: To practise your sounds

Write 6 words that the pupil needs to practise. Read
them and then get the child to read them. Pupil to land
their toy/aeroplane the right word.
Read a book together.
HFW MEMORY
MATCHGAME- Write 6
words that the child has been
practising on a 6 pieces of
paper. repeat so you have the
same words twice (12 cards).
Turn over the cards and pupil
to turn over the card, read it.
They then select another card
to turn over, read it and if it is
a pair they keep it. Player with
the most pairs wins.
Repeat Session 6 with different words.
Read a book together.
NOUGHTS AND
CROSSES BINGO.
Write 6 HFW into a
noughts and crosses
grid. Write O’s and
X’s on a post it note
or piece of paper.
Take it in turns to try
and get three in a row. Read the word before putting
your O or X down.
Read a book together.
Write 6 HFW on post it notes that the pupil has been
learning. Add 2 new words. Hide the 8 words around
the room. Give Pupil a list of the 6 words they need to
find. Once they find a word they tick it off their list.
When pupil finds a post it note they must read it then
find it on their list to tick off.
Read a book together.
Repeat Session 9 with different high frequency
words.
Brief description of activity – planning to include
expectations for remote learning
Read the sounds with your child. Match the sound to
the picture.

L.O- to practice letter recognition and Use a variety of mediums e.g paint, salt, flour, chalk,
letter formation
felt tip pens, pencil. Pupils to practise the letter

formation of the letters of their
name. Children to name the letters.

3

L.O- to practice letter recognition and Repeat session 1 with letters of the alphabet.
letter formation

4

L.O- to practise pencil control

5

L.O- Pencil control

6

L.O- pencil control

7

L.O- to practice letter recognition and
letter formation

8

L.O- pencil control

9

L.O- Pencil control

10

L.O- pencil control

One person chooses one of the letter cards and bury it
in the salt tray or hides it.
Pupil must first figure out which letter is missing and
then it is revealed and they must then form that letter.
Create shapes using dots or lines.
Pupil to use a pencil to trace over the
lines, trying to be as accurate as they
can, without taking the pencil off the
paper.
Write 2 or 3 high frequency words
using a light pencil. Child to use a
pencil/colour pencil to trace over the
writing. Repeat with name if child
needs.
Use a variety of mediums e.g paint,
salt, flour, chalk, felt tip pens,
pencil. Pupils to practise the letter
formation of the letters of their
name. Children to name the letters.
Write 2 or 3 high frequency words
using a light pencil. Child to use a
pencil/colour pencil to trace over the
writing. Repeat with name if child
needs.
Create shapes using dots or lines.
Pupil to use a pencil to trace over the
lines, trying to be as accurate as they
can, without taking the pencil off the
paper.
Write 2 or 3 high frequency words
using a light pencil. Child to use a
pencil/colour pencil to trace over the
writing. Repeat with name if child
needs.

Appendix H
PUPIL – Online Remote learning evaulation
Please complete this evalaution thinking about your time at home.
Agree 

Disagree 

I enjoyed the work I did at home
I was able to keep up with the amount of school work I had to
complete
I knew how to complete the school work my teachers are set me
I struggled to keep up with the amount of school work I had to
complete
I completed all my school work in the time I was given
I knew how to get help if I didn’t understand the work
I know how to keep safe online
I’m feeling stressed/anxious about the amount of work I had to
complete

I felt stressed/anxious working at home. If yes, please
provide details of what you were struggling with below
How easy have you found logging on to and using google classroom every day?

What types of tasks have you found the most enjoyable and why?

Can you give an example of a task that you found interesting and explain how it helped you learn?

How easy has it been to submit work to your teacher?

Finally, do you have any suggestions to help improve the process of working from home?

Thank you for completing this evaluation and we are pleased to see you back in school.

PARENT Remote learning evaulation

Please complete this evalaution thinking about the time at home with your children.
Home learning arrangements

Yes

No

My child had a quiet area at home where they can focus on school work.
My child had limited access to a computer or tablet at home to do school work. (If yes, please provide
details below, e.g. “they share our home device with other family members”)
My child had access to internet connection that’s fast enough to stream videos. (If not, please provide
details below)
My child spent too much time on a screen for learning
My child completed all of their school work in the set time allocated
My child received the right amount of school work to complete. (If not, please provide details)
My child received too much work to do
My child coped well with the amount of work. (If not, please provide details)
My child struggled with the level of work. (If yes, please provide details)
My child coped well working in the home environment. (If not, please provide details below)
My child felt stressed/anxious at home. (If yes, please provide detail)
My child knew where to get wellbeing support (e.g. online mental health resources)
My child knows how to stay safe online
I’m felt stressed/anxious about helping my child to learn at home. (If yes, please provide details)
I’m feeling confident about helping my child to learn at home. (If not, please provide details)
I know where to get support to help my child learn at home (e.g. online resources)
I know where to access wellbeing support (e.g. online mental health resources)

How can our school provide you with more support for home learning?

What are we doing well?
What could we do to improve our approach to remote learning?
Do you have any other comments?

Thank you for completing this evaluation and we are pleased to see your children back in school.

Appendix J
Expectations of interactive virtual learning discussion with students
I have been through the virtual learning risk checklist (appendix B) and ensured everything I am going to
complete supports the school policy to keep my pupils and me safe
Yes/No
I arrange a Google Meet for my class, at the year group time, as set in the policy to avoid interruptions to
other organised events
Yes/No
I invite children to arrive prepared for the session with queries and questions about work – where possible I
will encourage children to share online so I can work through with children interactively
Yes/No
I expect children to arrive with a piece of work to celebrate and I randomly select children to share
Yes/No
I provide celebration each session using the learning pit and learning heroes to recognise and reward
children who deserve celebration
Yes/No
I include reference to children who are working away from devices to ensure that there is recognition that
we are one team and remain that way
Yes/No
I use a ‘thunk’ moment to spark discussion and invite parents to be part of the discussion

Yes/No

I organise reflection to support collective worship expectations with a focus on British Valaues and our
School Core Values (unless theme or event day relevance)
Yes/No
I remind children every day where they can go to if they need help and reiterate that I am there to support
them (supporting emotional wealth)
Yes/No

